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Utilizing a two-photon absorption scheme in an alkali-metal vapor cell, we suggest a technique where a
strong laser beam switches off another laser beam of different wavelength in femtosecond time scales.
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Over the last few decades, there has been a growing in-
terest in all-optical approaches to computing and information
processing �1�. All-optical approaches do not suffer from the
intrinsic slow response of electronic components and have
the potential for signal routing, processing, multiplexing, and
demultiplexing with speeds exceeding terahertz �THz� rates.
As is the case for electronic logic gates, all-optical informa-
tion processing relies on nonlinear computing elements. The
most commonly investigated nonlinear optical element is
an all-optical switch, where a laser beam turns another laser
beam on and off. Over the last few decades several
approaches for all-optical switches have been suggested
and demonstrated. These include optical Kerr shutters in
nonlinear crystals �2–5�, approaches that utilize semiconduc-
tor waveguides and quantum well structures �6–12�, inter-
ferometric approaches �13�, and approaches that utilize
photonic crystals and organic materials �14–17�. These ap-
proaches have successfully demonstrated picosecond-time-
scale all-optical switches. However, it still remains a chal-
lenge to construct all-optical switches with switching time in
the femtosecond domain.

In this paper, as an alternative to these solid state ap-
proaches, we suggest the use of an atomic vapor gas and
propose a femtosecond-time-scale all-optical switch. Our
proposal utilizes two-photon absorption in a three level
atomic system. Noting Fig. 1, the electronic ground state of
the atom, state �a�, is coupled to state �c� with two laser
beams, Es and Ep. The femtosecond switching beam, Es, is
strong, and its frequency is selected such that the detuning
from the intermediate state, ��b, is large when compared
with the switching bandwidth. A weak probe beam, Ep, then
couples the intermediate state to state �c�. Due to the large
detuning, the excitation to state �b� is adiabatic and this state
acquires significant population only for the duration of the
switching laser beam. The nonadiabatic excitation of the
atom to state �c� then causes loss on the probe beam. Since
this excitation only happens when the switching laser beam
has high intensity, the probe beam, Ep, is attenuated only for
the duration of the switching laser beam, Es. The scheme of
Fig. 1 is similar to two-photon absorption experiments per-
formed in nonlinear crystals �18�. However as will be dem-
onstrated later, our scheme requires about two orders of mag-
nitude lower switching intensities and also allows switching
speeds well into the femtosecond domain.

We proceed with the analysis of our scheme. Noting Fig.
1, we consider the interaction of two laser beams with a three
level atomic system. We expand the total wave function for
the atomic system as

��� = ca�t�exp�− j�at��a� + cb�t�exp�− j�bt��b�

+ cc�t�exp�− j�ct��c� . �1�

Here ��a, ��b, and ��c are the energies of the discrete
states. The quantities ci�t� are the probability amplitudes of
the relevant states in the interaction picture. The state vector

of Eq. �1� evolves with the Hamiltonian of Ĥ=H0
ˆ −E�t�P̂

where H0
ˆ denotes the unperturbed Hamiltonian and P̂ is the

dipole moment operator. We take the electric field to be a
sum of two fields with slowly varying envelopes: E�z , t�
=Re�Es�z , t�exp�j�st− jksz��+Re�Ep�z , t�exp�j�pt− jkpz��. Es

is the intense femtosecond switching field and Ep is the weak
field that will be switched off. We define the detuning from
the intermediate state as ��b=�b−�a−�s, and define Rabi
frequencies for the laser beams �s=Es�ab /� and
�p=Ep�bc /�. Here �ab and �bc are the dipole matrix ele-
ments for the respective transitions. Within the rotating wave
approximation, the Schrödinger equation for the probability
amplitudes, after a phase transformation, are
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FIG. 1. �Color online� The schematic of the proposed scheme. A
strong, femtosecond switching beam, Es, couples the ground state
�a� to the intermediate state �b�. The nonadiabatic excitation to state
�c� for the duration of the switching beam then causes loss on the
probe beam, Ep.
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In Eq. �2�, the quantities �b and �c denote the decay rates of
states �b� and �c�, respectively. The decay processes are as-
sumed to be to states outside the system. With the probability
amplitudes calculated by Eq. �2�, the propagation equations
for the probe and the switching beams in local time are
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= −
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�
��sN��ab�2cacb

*,

��p

�z
= −

j

�
��pN��bc�2cbcc

*, �3�

where N is the atomic density and � is the impedance of free
space. In Eq. �3�, we have neglected the contributions of the
other atomic states to the propagation of the two laser beams.
We have also assumed the beams to be large in the transverse
spatial dimensions and have neglected diffraction effects.

Before we proceed with a perturbative analytical solution
of Eqs. �2� and �3�, we first present a numerical example
for a real atomic system. We take states �a�, �b�, and �c� to be
5S1/2, 5P3/2, and 4D5/2 states of 87Rb. The 5S1/2→5P3/2
transition wavelength is 780.2 nm �D2 line� and the
5P3/2→4D5/2 transition wavelength is 1529.3 nm. We as-
sume linearly polarized fields and use the values reported in
Ref. �19� for the dipole matrix elements. We take the switch-
ing beam envelope to be Gaussian with a full width at half-
maximum �FWHM� of 50 femtoseconds and a peak intensity
of 6 GW/cm2. We take ��b=−500 cm−1which is larger than

the spectral width of the switching laser and assume an
atomic density of N=2	1015/cm3. We numerically solve
Eqs. �2� and �3� on a space-time grid with the initial condi-
tion that all the atoms start in the ground state �a� and the
boundary condition that the switching beam is a femtosecond
pulse and the probe beam is monochromatic at the beginning
of the vapor cell �as shown in dashed and solid lines of Fig.
2�a��.

In Fig. 2, we plot the normalized intensity of the probe
beam Ip= �Ep�2 /2� at z=0, z=5 cm, and z=10 cm, respec-
tively. The normalized intensity of the switching beam
Is= �Es�2 /2� is also plotted �dashed line�. As the probe beam
propagates through the medium, it becomes switched off by
the strong switching beam. The switching beam experiences
about 25% drop in peak intensity due to the dispersion of the
vapor gas.

In Fig. 3, we demonstrate the ability of our scheme to
produce all-optical amplitude modulation at very high rates.
In this simulation, we assume the switching beam to be am-
plitude modulated at a rate of 10 THz at the beginning of the
vapor cell as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 3�a�. The
probe beam is again assumed to be monochromatic at the
beginning of the vapor cell. The other parameters of the
simulation are identical to that of Fig. 2. In Fig. 3�b�, we plot
the intensity of the probe beam after z=2.5 cm propagation
through the vapor cell. The probe beam becomes amplitude
modulated at a rate determined by the switching beam. The
numerical simulation of Fig. 3 demonstrates that an optical
data stream that is encoded into the switching laser beam can
be transferred to the probe laser beam at very high rates. This
opens up the possibility of wavelength division multiplexing
exceeding THz rates.

We now present an analytical solution of Eqs. �2� and �3�
to get an insight into the results of Figs. 2 and 3. We proceed
perturbatively and assume that most of the population of the
atomic system remains in the ground state and take ca	1.
We take the probe beam, Ep, to be weak when compared
with the strong switching beam, Es. With ��b large when
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The normalized intensity of the probe beam, Ip= �Ep�2 /2�, �a� at z=0 cm, �b� at z=5 cm, and �c� at z=10 cm,
respectively. The dashed line is the normalized intensity of the switching beam Is= �Es�2 /2�. As the probe beam, Ep, propagates through the
medium, it becomes switched off by the strong switching beam.
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compared with the spectral width of the femtosecond switch-
ing pulse, we can adiabatically eliminate the derivative
of probability amplitude of state �b�, and the perturbative
solution of Eq. �2� is
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With the above perturbative solution, the propagation
equation for the probe beam �Eq. �3�� becomes
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To facilitate an analytical solution of Eq. �5�, we make the
following assumptions and simplifications: �1� We take the
decay rates of the atomic states to be small when compared
with the inverse of the switching time scale, �ct�1. �2� We
take the probe beam to be monochromatic at z=0 and seek a
solution of Eq. �5� near the beginning of the cell, z	0,
where the probe beam is not attenuated significantly.
This allows us to approximate �0

t �p�z , t���s�z , t��dt�
	�p�z , t��0

t �s�z , t��dt� on the right-hand side of Eq. �5�. �3�
We assume that the switching beam is strong enough such
that it remains unchanged as it propagates through the atomic
medium, �s�z , t�=�s�z=0, t�. With these assumptions, the
solution of Eq. �5� is

�p�z,t� = �p�0,t�exp�− N
�t�z/2�,


�t� =
��p��bc�2

4 � ��b
2 �s

*�0,t�

0

t

�s�0,t��dt�. �6�

Here 
�t� is the time-dependent absorption cross section for

the probe laser beam. The solution of Eq. �6� is intuitive. As
it propagates through the medium, the probe beam is attenu-
ated for times only when the quantity �s

*�0, t��0
t �s�0, t��dt�

has substantial amplitude. In Fig. 4, we plot the normalized
intensity of the probe beam for the numerical simulation of
Fig. 2 �solid line�, together with the analytical solution of Eq.
�6� �dashed line� at z=5 cm and z=10 cm. The agreement
between the analytical solution and the numerical calculation
is good for both cases.

The analytical solution of Eq. �6� allows for a simple
estimate of the required intensity and density length product
for our scheme. For a switching laser pulse with a Gaussian
temporal envelope, we can evaluate the quantity
�s

*�0, t��0
t �s�0, t��dt�. The absorption cross section 
�t�, at

the peak of the switching laser pulse is then


max =
��

8�2 ln�2�

��p��bc�2

���b
2 ��s,max�2�s

=
��

4�2 ln�2�

�2�p��bc�2��ab�2

�3��b
2 Is,max�s. �7�

Here, the quantities Is,max and �s denote the peak intensity
and the FWHM temporal width of the switching laser pulse,
respectively. For the simulation parameters of Fig. 2, the
peak absorption coefficient from Eq. �7� is 
max=6.0
	10−17 cm2. High contrast switching requires N
maxL	1
where L is the length of the atomic vapor cell. For the nu-
merical simulation of Fig. 2, this quantity is N
maxL=1.20.
For fixed Is,max and �s, the absorption cross section, 
max,
drops quadratically as the intermediate state detuning, ��b,
is increased.

We now ask the question: What is the shortest switching
time can one obtain using our scheme? For our scheme, it is
critical that the excitation of state �b� is adiabatic such that
the population of this state follows the intensity of the strong
switching laser pulse. Adiabaticity requires the detuning,
��b, to be large when compared with the spectral width of
the switching pulse. Using Eq. �7�, for a fixed density-length
product of the atomic medium, the required switching laser
intensity scales as Is,max1/�s

3. In Fig. 5 we plot the peak
intensity of the switching beam that is required to achieve a
performance comparable to the results of Fig. 2 as a function
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The normalized intensity of the probe
beam, Ip, �a� at z=0 cm, and �b� at z=2.5 cm, respectively. The
dashed line is the normalized intensity of the switching beam, Is.
The probe beam becomes amplitude modulated at a rate determined
by the strong switching beam.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The normalized intensity of the probe
beam, Ip, �a� at z=5 cm, �b� at z=10 cm, respectively, from the
numerical simulation of Fig. 2. The dashed lines are the intensity
profiles calculated by the analytical solution of Eq. �6�. The agree-
ment between the exact numerical results is reasonably good for
both cases.
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of the switching time, �s. Switching time of 10 fs requires
peak intensities of about 750 GW/cm2 which is achievable
with current laser technologies. Below 10 fs, the slowly
varying envelope approximation starts to break down and the
formalism of this paper is no longer valid.

We proceed with a brief discussion of several second or-
der effects. In the numerical examples of this paper, there is
a photoionization process of 87Rb due to three photon ab-
sorption of the strong switching beam. In crystal experiments
�18�, these free electrons cause attenuation of the probe beam
on longer time scales �10 ps–1 ns� and therefore cause an
undesired slow response of the medium on top of the fast
switching response. We have estimated the densities of gen-
erated free electrons due to the three photon absorption of the

switching laser beam for the numerical simulations of Fig. 2.
We have found the absorption of the probe beam due to these
free electrons to be negligible. As a result, the medium
should not have significant slow response on top of the fast
switching response. Another concern is the nonlinear self-
focusing or defocusing of the strong switching beam while
propagating through the atomic vapor cell. For the numerical
simulations of Figs. 2–4, we calculate the nonlinear index for
the atomic medium to be n2=7.8	10−8 cm2/GW. This non-
linear index causes a nonlinear phase shift of about � /10 at
the intensity peak of the switching beam at the end of the
atomic vapor cell. We therefore do not expect any significant
change in the spatial beam profile of the strong switching
laser for the numerical simulations of Figs. 2–4. Finally, our
scheme requires vapor cell densities on the order of N
=1015/cm3. For these densities, the average collision time
for an atom is many nanoseconds which is much larger than
the switching time scale. As a result, we do not expect
collisional processes between atoms to be of importance.

In conclusion, we have suggested a scheme that performs
all optical switching in femtosecond time scales. One advan-
tage of using 87Rb is the convenience of the transition
wavelengths. The experiment of Fig. 2 will require a Ti:sap-
phire femtosecond laser at a wavelength of 780 nm and a
fiber laser at a wavelength of 1.5 �m. Although throughout
this paper we have focused on the switching application, we
expect our scheme to also be able to produce shaped pulses
at the probe wavelength by using shaped femtosecond
switching pulses.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� The required peak intensity of the switch-
ing beam as a function of the swithing time which will give the
same performance as the numerical simulation of Fig. 2. A switch-
ing time of 10 fs requires a peak intensity of about 750 GW/cm2.
Below 10 fs, the slowly varying envelope approximation starts to
break down and the formalism of this paper is no longer valid.
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